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rimisaeeds Children in2?.mi....alLt Care

Introduction

One of our Outreach projects this year has been the development of
training materials for family day care programs which serve young children
with epec1..1 needs.

-
These materials are based on a second year of Outreach training given

to family,day, care'providers in rural Washington County, Maine. In the

first year, a working relationship was established and sdme important
general training needy; were met. This year, our four wOrkshops focused
on special needs children. Nov, we are looking forward to and planning a
third year! The on-going nature of this association has allowed us to be
even more effective in %Aldine rapport, knowledge, and meaningful
exchange between our agencies and among providers.

Working in a rural, isolated county with a group of approyamatay ten
buoy providers of differing needs and abilities, our only "hold" has been
the quality of what we had to offer. Our philosophy ie to bring providers
together at our workshopa - giving them a chance to cone/der and practice

new ideas and methods, as well as share the problems and succesees of their
jobs. WWI' Outreach advisors, assigned for the year to each provider, are
present at these workshops. In-between, advitiors make regular visits to the
day care homes, working with providers in their own environments. In thie
way, they find a style appropriate to the individualls family and home,
while providing assistance, materials, and information.

This two-fold approach is beeed on the belief that building confidence
and group rapport is paramount.. Shared meals at workshops, recognition of
accomplishments, time for involvement activities, and regular communication
via memoe through the mail are some of the means to this end.

From the start, we have had the support of the county director for
family day care. Tge jointly decided on the topic for the first Outreach
workshop, and future training was an outgrowth of both this and common
cohcerns capressed by providers. Each of the following Workshops may be
viewed as an entity in itself, and yet part of a progreseion based on
evolving needs:

1. Screening and Identification
2. Stimulatlng Language
3. Creating Awareness
4. Communicating With Parents

The four packets, making up Special Needs Children in Fmnill:Day Care,
may be used as-a scries or sinay and are appropriate for a variety of
group situations, in addition to family day care.

Catherine Bell, Product Development Coordinator
Ingrid Chalufour, Outreach Training Coordinator
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SCREENING AND IDENTIFICATION

Agenda

1. Conversation, ooffee, and apples (15 min.)

2. Introductions (10 min.)

3. Involvement Activity (30 min.)

4. Assign advisors to providers. (5 minj

5. Define "screening." (10 min.)

, 6. Why screen day care children? (10 min.)

7. What woad'you want to learn from a_screening? (10 min.)

8. Diecuse methods of screening. (30 min.) ,

9. Pot Luck Lunch (1 hr.)

10. Will parents support the idea of screening? (45 min.)

11. Write screening plans. (1 hr.)

12. Evaluate the day. (15 min.)



WOCP.Ontreach Project

Family Day Care Training

SCREWING. AND IDE1TIFICATIC*1

&ends: Explanation & Evaluation

The numbtas on this sheet correepond to those on the agenda.

1. Throughout our series of workshops, we tried to build rapport and group
feeling (also nutritional awareness) in agy Inly possible.
0

2. Everyone feels more comfortable when they know from the beginning who
other group members are. Even if this is repetitive for some, it in
the first step toward a "group" feeling. The room was set up with the
chairs in a circle.

3. The Mame Game" goes a step further toward group involvement. It is a
chance for everyone to participate and be accepted by the group in a
positive way. If you take the time for an involvement activity, tio
rest of the day will go better. (See eamPle.)

4 We had enough staff to assign each provider an advisor. At this point,
we let the provideav know who their advisors were no they could get ,

acquainted during the day. In some cases, advisors were already femili
with children in these day care homes.

The advisor visits the home between workshops to help the provider with
problems and provide meaningful follow-up. Issues that arose during ,

these visits were documented on a "Day Oars Home Advisor Record Sheet."
This was a useful tool, helping us to remain consistent over *Jeer's
training, and also deal with individual differences and needs. (Sea
sample.)

5. The handout, "Definition of Terms," explain@ terme used during the
workshop. The difference between screening and assessment *en
important distinotim to make. Our approach to the screening process
was a simple one - that all Children have strengths and weaknesses.
Planning activities to help'ohildren with their weaknesses is a
neceseary part of,any serviced to prenohoolers. (S00 oemPle.)

6. We asked the day care providers to "brainstorm" reasons why they might
want to screen their children.. Their list included: "It will help
us see the progress children are making and to plan activities.11.
"It will improve communication with most parents." "We're giving
the child a chance!" "We'll better understand the different areas of
each child's development."
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A few providers expressed reluctance and, in ens ease, hostility. ,

Thei hesitated to "label" children, felt unqualified, or had concerns
about communicating with parents. There were aloe feelings that it
would be an unnecessary process, might take tod much time In an
already busy day, or that it was not part of their job. Before we

could move on to the next agenda item, we had to confront these isfraes.
Some became the subjects of later workshops, and we promised to clarify
day care plicies regarding screening with their director.

Again, 114 brainstormed and listed what providers would like to learn
from a developeentalchscreening. They euggeeted ideas such as: what

children should do at each age level, what their interests are, any
problems with hearing and vision, and the 'quality of"whit they do.
We re-emphasized that they woad be seeking information about'the
child's capabilities in loiter to plan appropriate activities, and
that screenings'need not "label" childret.

8. We gave a brief,lectule on methods of screening, followed by discus3lon

of the pros and cons of screening individually or in groups, by

observation or by task completion. We also discussed parent interticr-:.

as well as vision, hearing, and medioal screenings. A variety of

(eg. the Comprehensive Identification Process) and informal (eg. general

developmental profiles) instruments were provided as examples:

9. Luneh is a time to get to know people. We always eat lunch with our

workshop participants because the informal discussion helps us become

comfortable with each other. 'At this workshop, we shared a pet luck.

The result was an exchange of recipes and praise of good food.

10. Some of the providers were anxious about discuesing the screeniag with

parents. We listed possible problems on the board. They enticipated

that parents might have some of the following reactions: "What

qualifies zgu to do this?" "More paperwork?" "It's none of their

business!" 'Irby are you doing this? Nothing's wrong."

We broke up into small groups, an adviser to each. The groups

brainstormed solutions to a particular problem and brought the best

one back to the larger group. 06 group decided that if the screening

were called a "developmental checklist," with the stated purpose of

planning'appropriate activities for the children, most of the

anticipated problems would) be alleviated. Judgements or labeling

mould not be an issue. Also it was pointed out that this workshop

mould actuallyAlqualify" pro4iders to do the checklist. (As a rdsult,

we developed a "Certificate of Attendance" to be awarded at the end

of the year's training.) Finally, we stressed that results of the

checklist should be shared with parents and seen as confidential.

. .
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11. Again, we separated into small groups, made up of an advisor and her
assigned providers. The task was for each prcvidor to plan a screening
procedure for her home. They had a choice of designing their own or
using one we had available. Everyone decided on one of our samples,
the qDevelopmental Checklist," which would be particularly useful in
making individual plans for childeen. Some also wanted'a Parent
Interview and me agreed to develop one and distribute copies later.

Afiar discussion (based on the handout "A Good Plan Is...")9 each
provider filled out a "Screening Plan." ln it she described her plans
for implementing what she had learned. Advisors kept oopies of the plans
for referencepard follow-up. We later distributed "Observation
Checklists" to help providers focus and simplify the screening prccess.
(See samples.)

°to

12. Providers and advisors can do a more thoughtful evaluation if you allow
plenty of time. (See sample.)

V.
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Follow-Up

All providere received follow-up visits from their advisors, who assisted
when necessary in completing their' screening plans. Some providers neoded
help getting materials,together or iu actually doing the checklists.
Others needed advice as-to how to screen so that results would be most
useful to them. All providers were able to follow through after seeing a
screening done. This process took from one to four visits from advisors. .

During this period, we also clarified (via memo) some of the dgy care
policile regarding these screenings. From hindsight, these should have
been clearly stated at the onset of the workshop.

Long-range reeulte have all been positive and continuing. Provideris have

been impressed with how much more they know about the children now. Some

were surprised to learn that their expectations had been quite low. MFuly

have changed the structure-of their days to include more "educational"
group and individual activities. Several providers identified children
with delays and, with help from their advisors, planned activities to meet
their needs. Developmental Checklists, unlike a traditional screening,
include ideas for planning a child's future learning experiencee. This

seemed to be an important advantage to our group.

Finally, parents were found °to be very reeeptive. The fact that they had
carefully considered the issues beforehand smoothed the way for provider&
It must be stated, however, that no serious problems were uncovered. Liwio%

fact, one parent was surprised at how well her child did on the checklist -
"he doeonst do that at home!"

Suggestions for Future Training

-----
I. Planning: rielping providers plan activities to follow-up a checklist

would be a good activity for individual or group training. It is
important to understand that developmental help need not be highly
structured and can happen at any time. Getting dressed, having snack,
playing outdoors, and clean-up are all good learning times. Taking a
checklist and brainstorming activities for a particular child during
eauh part of the day would be a valuable learning experience and give
providers something concrete. -

2. Record !Ca in : Wejound that providers could use help in recording
their . Deet4ng a-wgy for them to record gaga, whatlbsy are
teaching a given ca.Mribat activities they are lien, and their
succeasee and failures, would help them organise plameng and better
communicate to palette what they are doing.

3. bxe: Some providers may need guidance in selecting appropriate
educational toys and materials for their home. This training might be
extended to include making toys or tieing recycled materials.
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The Name Game:

.9

Involveme.

looms

is)

NCCP Outrea6 Oko:fee.,

Family Day Care Training

This is a good activity to use during the first group session.
In a conversational way, ask these questions, or variations,
of group members. Finish with one person before moving on to
the nixt.

What is your whcle name?

How did you get it?

Were you named after someone?

Do you: like your name?

Would you like to change your name?

What vapid you change it to?

Do you have any nicknames?

Have you ever had any nicknames?
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Washington County Children's Program Outreach

Dav Care Home Advieor Record Sheet

Day Care Provider:

Date of visit to home:

Purpose of visit:

Preparation previous to visit:

-

A
Day Care Provider's Concerns and Inters:eta:

Your Comments on Vieit:

Rittire Piens:

Advisor:

Ideas/Implications for development of Day Care materiels:
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SCIMING.

Definition of Terms

ASSESSMENT

yURPOSE

A "Rapid Scan" method
.of acquiring develop-
mental, medical and
family history, and
information on range
of children's abili-
ties. Non-labeling.

Supplemente screening
aformation and de-

velopmental areas to
DESCRIBE SPECIFIC
LEARNING STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES. Deacrip-
tive and non-labeling.

DIAGNOSIS

Provides IN-DEPTH
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
about cause and nature
of developmental or
learning problems.

1

POPULA-
TION

MZTHOD

Large gvoup of child-
ren for whom school
or intervention ser-
vices can be provided.

Individual and/or
small group. Quick
survey (less than 1
hr.) National or
local norms. May
include sections of .

assessment tests.;
observation of
be'avior; parent
questiOnnaire; vision
hearing and medical
check-up.

rPrier to school entry
WHEN 'or at beginning of
DONE isckool term.

10Le or more Of:
. !teachers, special.-

_ ;ists, parapro-
TESTER- !fessionals, medical

Lpersonnel, volunteers
isnd other community

'.!resource people.

1

Program planning for
EDUCA- all children.
TIONAL- !Determines needs for
USE(S) further'oassessment.

iFor children already
screened when mere
information is needed.
Or ALL children in a
class or school
program.

Administration of testa
or in-depth tasks in
developmental sequence.
Supplemented 137
informal classroom
and home observation
7d parent conferences.

Individual referral
following screening or

assessment.

-
Battery of specialized
tests. ,-Usually admin-
istered one-to-one.

1".

On-going in an educa-
tional program.

School specfalisto,
teachers, aides,
parents, or volunteers
in program. School,

Pupil-Evaluation T4am. .

After identification
of specific difficulty.

.. .

Psychologist, doctor,
therapist, specialist,
or multi-disciplinary
team (may include
teacher).

Individualized or group
objectives used ia
curriculum planning..

Freocriptive program
in specific area(s).

./.410,1

FOLLOW-
THROUGH

Educational or home
services. Parent
report and/Or
adtivity suggestions
Medical referral.
Further.aseessment
or diagnosis.

On-going observation
and aosessment,
Sequential teaching.
Medical or diagnostic
referral. Home -

echool coordination.

Farther therapy,.trea',-
ment or diagnosis. On-
going assessment at
school and home.' HOZ7 -

school coordination.

prephred by: F. Hale and D. Juster, Project Maine Stream Outreach Pro
North Yarmouth, ME, 1975.

N.



Child's Name:

Developmental Checklist:

LANGUAGE

DOB:

11.-fht

Level Behavior
43

1
et, S
IA
W
W
44

li
2? 13)

eiv
..4

1-4
0

li
S O
11

0
04

Comments

(713177)

,

cries and makes small throaty noises

.

_

quiets or startles to sound of rattle .
.

makes single vowel sounds (oh-eh-uh)

.
quiets to face or voice,

makes sucking sounds

looks at face and eyes of person
talking to him

vocalizes, smiles at social approach

,

&

babbles, squeals, coos when talked to

turns head toward voice .

laughs aloud in social play
,

6. babbles spontaneously to person's fsae-

vocalizes when alone instead of crying

looks toward source of sound

.

ri

,

vocalizes to mirrorimage
4.

7 vobiiizes syllables (ba, da, ka)

8 caibiies pyl3i4es (ba-ba da-da, mu-mu) ...

responds to name with head turn, eye
smile

4
__,mntact.

;

Imitates single pyilablee (da, ba, ka),
comb,. tonne clicks

stops activity when told "no"

,

waves when told "hye-byel" claps to
Mast-a-cake"

,

10
_.6

calls parent "mama," "dada"

iiiikesOmad no-air

,

,.



Child's Name:

LANGUAGE

DOB:

An
L evel

1

Behavior
1 4,

6

S sg
m
04

%

ig

a I V
0
i-i

1

sg
44

Comments

(ma-.) .

12
,

says 2 words besides "mama," "dada"
.

jabbers expressively

looks in appropriate place when asked
"where is daddy (ball, kitty)?" .. r

15 points and vocalizes to indicate wants
_

.
.

names 2 common objects on request
,

15
points to familiar persona, animals,
toys on request
follows simple commands ',Give me the

" "Get the II
.

combines jargon and words in
conversation

18 points to one named pictUrd ("Find ball"

request some objects by name (milk,
cookie)

imitates simple sounds on request

paints to 2 body parts on self -

refers to self by name
,

,

speaks or responds to 20 words

names 3 pictures of familiar objecis

asks for food when hungry, water when
thirsty

.

speaks in 2-3 word sentences .

, uses pronouns (I, you, me) nvt always
correctly

imitates simple words when requested

27 speaks 50 or more words

asks names of objects activities 4

uses plurals
I

.



Child's Name:

LANGUAGE

DOB:

An
Level Behavior

42

6

: 40
.4

nic

4 T1
.14

F4

gli

$ t
og 0

Comments

(7;17)

joins in nursery rhymes and songs

names 8 common objects

, ,

points to bigger of 2 digits.
..

30 shows one object froi group when asked
nghAwm. AVIA n
.....ylm my ysay g-------"---

points to and repeats names of 6 body
rarts

gives full name on request

33. responds appropriately to 2-3 preposi-
tions (on, in, under)

.

follows 2-stsge directions ("Get the ,

book and close the door") wr

tells or shows use of common objects
,

identifies objects with their use ("What
do we eat with? drink oui of?")

33_36 labels own mudjclay products as "pie"
or "cake"

points tc 8 body parts .

forms a verbal unsolicited question
.

tells sex: "Are you a boy/girl?"

36-48 speaks in 6 word sentences

tells action in pictures,,

able to whisper
.

, 0

.

able to change voice to faater rate
,

, able to increase volume of voice

.

says at least 1 nursery rhyme
,

,

repeats 3-4 digits

has 900 word vocabulary



Child's Name.

A

LANGUAGE

DOBi

Level
713i7)

Behavior
4.2

I
il .°,

I A
0

.44

li

In;
al V

er4

IA

li

41 t

a 0

-Comments

'
6...48

--

asks many questions "Nhat?"*"Where?"
"Who? "
verbalizes opposite analogies (broTher
is a boy/sister is a girl)

.

36-48 repeats a 6 word sentence

.
.

,
names own drawing

listens eagerly to stories

talks to self in long monologues
concerned with present

.

ielatee experierces, describes activitiee

Allanswers "Why do we have stoves?" .

carries out related 4-step comnana,

using prepositions
defines 4 words using description,
material imam etc.
responds appropriately to 3 prepositions
(on. under. in front of.-biside, in back of)

48-60 gives home address _ .

comprehends physical needs .

names primary colors

knows coins (penny, nickel, oarter,
dime)

defines 6 'nouns

differentiates heavy, light

reeponds appropriately to 4 prepooltions



Child's Name:

Developmental Checkllst:

FINM MOTOR

DOB:

Age
Level
(m7:17.)

Behavior

neirbbrn fisted hands rest near face

Comments
e
43. e

0
44

grasp-reflex-clenChes small object on

contact

1 holds rattle placed in hand

2 holds hands together;

hands often open

grasp reflex disappearing

holds rattle for 5-10 peconde before
dropping it
reaches towards objects-sometimes hits

them

3 witches Movement:of own hands

grasps rattle held out to him

Ireaches for objects witbaoth.hands;
often misses

no grasp reflex

shakes rattle for severe], seconds

pulls at clothes

hands usually'open

4
shakes and plays with rattle for
several minutes

opens hands, plays with fingers,
puthands in mouthe

recovers rattle dropped on chest

holds doll sised objects

put objects in month

5 picks up cube

bangs object in play



Child's Name:

FINE MOTOR

DOB:

Age
Level
-(n g7)

Behavior Comments

plays with toes

reaches for toy with 1 hand-good aim

transfers cube from hand to .hand

holds feeding bottle

grasps-feet--

grasps cube with fingers against palm

picks up block that hew been dropped

raxes up raisins with fingers
against palm

lifts cup by handle

7

8

9

holds one cube and reaches for another

grasps cube with thumb and fingers

plays mith paper when it is offered

pulls out large peg

manipu/ates ball

retains 2 of 3 cubes offered

bangs 2 blocks together

picks up cube with thumb ana-first
two fingers

attempts to secure 3 cubes )

grasps and picks up small ob'ecta with
Ulla and fitrefinsera
holds toy in onetami and naves its:
parts with other_hand

shakes box:with block inside

10 approaches object, with index.finger

4')



Ctildts Name:

3

FINE MOTOR

Age
Level
"(ni7Z)-

eBhstir

Id, 1aie and releases objects

throw toys
4111,,
removes loose fitting lid from box

hits cup with spoon-.

11

holds 2'small objects in one band

beginning to put objects in and_uut
of containers

holds.crayon

pushes car

12 uses index finger to-point

em
builds Zblock tower

puts 3 or more ease in cup

marks with pencil

Arope toys an we Os ,

,..1==11

.1

mouthing of objects nearly stopped

15 imitates scrubbing with pencil

holds 3 bloCks; 1 in one hand 2
in ths other

puts in and takes blocks out of box

o so
1:

lieu* t9wi2.o;

scribbles apontaneous411064encil

18 places 6 re:mod pegs in holes

places square shape in forMboard

places lies& fitting lid

177

"It .

"'"

,



Phildos Name:

FINE MOTOR

Z3B:

Age
Lerel Behavior

.3

V. Comments'

4,2

ifq

builds tower of 3-4 cubes

dumps raisin from bottle spontaneously

21 turns pages of book 2 or 3 at a time

uses one band more than the other

places triangle, circle, equare in

foraboard

imitates circular scribble

builds tover.of 5-6 cubes

folds paper once imitatively

24 ttrns pages of book singly

builds toyer of 6-7 cubes

imitates vertical stroke,

unscrew lids

turns door handles

I rolls, pounde, squeezes, pulls
I :Aim doll&

fills and dumps containers with Rand

tikes apart and puts together 5 piece
atacIdnr_mus or rims

otTinits

;

30

beads

-
ind horizontal strokes

kildiatilikti::enbes after demonstration

mahipulates egg beatsr after

demenstration
builds tower of 8 cdbes

holds a:pm:with thutb and finger

.1fre47,9,17,f.

WAY-04.



Child's Name:

mom I'

1122
Level
(m147)

FINE MOTOR

DOB:

Behavior Comments

-36
imitates vertical and horizontal
troke after demonstration

33 strings 4 medium size 6ads

makes strokes, dots and circular shapes,
with finger painto and/or paint brush

miLkes pleydough pies'after demonstration

36-48 cuts with acissori

drives nails and pegs

builds tower. of 9 cubes

can close fistand wiggle tbkalmb
imitation, right and left

imitates building of bridge with cubes

copies a circle

36-48 imitates a cross after demonstration

traces a diamond

builds tower of 10 or more cubes

draws with pencil or crayon

imitates folding And creasing of
paver i times
folds.triangle from 6" sonars in
imitation

copies V, H, T

*awn persoli with 6 parts

addsN3,4!arts to incomplete pk...rson

prints a keg capitals

copies a squareN,

copies a triangle N,

copies rectancle With diAgonel

"'"q7-5;"41,1rtM`4,13,477:-- "* r



evelopmental Checklist:

GROSS IMTOR

Child Neale : DOB:

An
Level Behavior 6

tig S

6 elm
0
s4

ii

,f3 fs

al Ti
.44
0
1-4

li

S t
tg 0

44

Commente

(ia7)
.

c

.

newbOin
sgspli*Illmopp4604',1:handi'comPletel7

-., downglArignitolone iidep.hips
raised, kneel-drawn up

pulled to sit - complete head lag

held standing, makes stepping movements .

1 prane;1ifts head and holds for 5 sec.
,

,
,

prone-makes craiding movements
,

_

turns head side to aide

held sitting - head forward, back
rounded, head lifted briefly

lifts head when held at shoulder
.

.

straightens leg when bottom of foot
is pressed

s4pine - bead to one side with smile
0140 imagtalight and one leg bent, ,
opposite side arm bent and leg straight

,

.

v

thrusts arms and legs in play
,

prone - chin sometimes lifted off bed

prone - legs sometimes straightened

turns krom side to back
.

.

held'sitting or standing, head position

mottlinereet -
summughodprone - Vead held level with
lastybriefly lifted above

'

prone lds head up well off mat

supine - head mostly facing toward,
notturned ,

legs kick'in sequence
,

,
,

suspended prone - head held well above
level of body_ _ _ ......... _ _. ._ .

',1 t
2 -1



Child's Name:

GROSS MOTOR

DOB:

Aral
Level Behavior

4,

V
13
IS A

.4

1i
4
A T3I

0
F4

li

ai
.4

Comments

(713W:)
-

. .

prone hips lowered, knees bent

prone - rests on forearms raising head

and phest ,';'"

held s+P-ding, lifts foot
.. ,

4 pulled to sit - no head lag ..

rolls from back to side .

suspended prone - holds head up.
..

prone - arms and logs straightened,
_ . f.......

hol.s head and chest up on forearms
for long periods

.

sits propped, head steady, back
slightly curved

_

'takes weight on feet briefly with
underarm support

r
prone - props on hands with arms
straight

,

lifts head from supine . . .

no head wobble when body is swayed
.

sits supported with back=straight

grasps objects while sitting

rolls from prone to supine 1,

_

6 rolls from supine to prone

prone - plumes up on hands, most ana
abdomen off mat

.,

,

sits supported in highnabair .

bears almost all weight in supported
standing
lifts legs high - holds them out
straight

prone - bears weight on 1 hand

-



Child's Name:

GROSS MOTOR

DOB:

Ass.
Level
-6737a7)

Behavior Comments

sits without support on floor

bounces When held standing

pughes up on hands and knees and rocks

balances well When sitting, hands-ftee

crawls on belly -*arms used to pUll
bodv forward

supine - lifts hips to make bridge

pulls self to stanpl

9 sits steadily on floor 10 minutes

changes positions while seated without
falling

pushesiup on hands and feet

stands holding on to furniture

Makes stepping movements

lfters self to sitting holding on-tó
rail.

crawli on hands and knees

changes from prone to sitting and
sitting to prone

10 pulls self to sitting position

stands with 1 hand held

site down from standing vitt:wit told-

ing an

11 side-steps around furniture

vans vith ono or both hands held

twists around to pick up object
while sitt

stands alone for 1 minute

1,A; g.

-

,



Child's Name:

GROSS MOTOR

DOB:

Behavior 11 Comments

a
4

.3.1. standing alone takes 1 step

12 crawls rapidly on hands and knees

walks 5 steps without falling°

throws ball standing or sitting

rolls a ball

walks alone with occasional falls

crawls uP several steps

gets into standing position without
uains hands

stoops to pick up toys without falling

18 seats self in small chair

stands on I foot, holding on

pushes toy while standing and bepding

walks upstairs one hand held

pulls wheeled toys

throws ball overhand.without falling

snubs, into 'aibalt chair, turns to sit

creeps badkward downstairs,

parries large toy/aoll while walking

pushes and pulls large tays, boxes

.gets down from adult chair

walks up stairs with band on rail

.1'

:v r
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Child's Name:

GROSS MOTOR

- DOB:

AU

.

Behavior
4,
it _

is
21

lg
:,. ,

w4,
4

lg

0
mg

.

.COmments -Levei
Tic717.)

,

t .

.

walks down stairs, one hand held
.

jumps in plane
.

walks approximateli.on line

kicks large ball without falling .

walks downstairs holding rail, 2-feet
on each sten

.

.

runs with ease
.

V
squats and Alit.; ui,hout ueag hands

.

_

.

30-33 walks on tiptoes.
cl,

f.

.

jumps with both feet
, .

walks up stairs alternating feet
,

pedals.tricycle .

balances on one.foot 5 seconds

36-48 walks on line
.

jumps from bottom step

catches bounced ball
.;...

.

walks downstairs alternating filet

hops on 1 foot
-.. ,

.
balances on 1 foot lp seconds

cliabs ladders and trees
,

turns somersaults
. ,...

standing broad jump
-..

777"71F77 re'

Skips on both feet

Trr".Trffirq17 'WOW avir:74.7.7,irm:-7,

+V IP 4.-

_



Child's Name:

Developmental. Checklist:

COGNITIVE

DOB:

.4112

LeVel Behavior
4,

i

:4
0

44

-. li

AV
m4
0
1-4

-. li

Ai

,

Comments

(iiiii7)

.

momentary regard. of red ring

responds to iound of rattle/bell

responds to Sound of Voice ..
,..

eyes fallow! Moving person

2 free inspection of surroundings

turns eyes to light/red ring
.

,

.

visual redognition of mother.
.

_

searches for sound with ayes

,
.

looks at face and eyes of person
talking to him

.

ayes follow brightly colored object

reaches for ring/rattle ,

,

graspevrattle/ring

retains rattle/ring
.

watches own hands at length
,

vocalises, coos when talked tO

turns head to folloV brigtly colored
object

turno.head:A0 Tat.ta, :-,
.;, . ,.,, %, 4. -$1 ...; .1.,0 ';' '',..7,ri, ' ,

looks at:and...,..reahale4orvIthe or other

mall itatiOhatit .teivi :Y' .

/

reacher44rappe andpite ring in mcluth
_

i
,

regards pellet or'relidi
_..

cries at angry voice
.,

,_._....______..___..-.......,..f,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,I

readhes for familiarperion
...,_..,-,-,

,
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Child I s Name :

COGNITIVE

AlLt
Level
"(irig:)

Behavior

watches bottle or food-T)515iiiiion
with excitement

3
4.3
AV a

Vommente

shows awareness of mirror image

picks up cUbe.

discriminates strangers

turne head to look for dropped spoon

lifts inverted'cup

reaches persistently

pulls string to secure toy

holds one cube and reaches for another

attends to scribbling

holds arms to bs picked up

diops cubs and looks- for it

vocalises, waves limbs on hearing
Ass or voice

iinipulates ball

retains 2 of 3 'cubes offered

vocalises syllables (ba-da-ka)

At pa -a- o
.0

purTosiv

attempt.- to secure 3 cubes

uncovers toy

ij r
09,TWOKT

combines syllables (ba-bas do.-41a)

Imitates; band clapping and other

simili'movesonts '



Child's Name:

.4Le.

Level Behavior

m

rg 1

.4

Comments

C3OZ

responds to name
.

fingers holes in peg board

pia@ up cup "secures bube

plays pat-a-cake

waves bye-bye ,r

puts cube in-cap - on comman ,

10 looks at pictures in book

stirs with spoon in imitation

unwrape cube

repeats performance laughed at

looks around corner for ob)ect or

person' .

11
.

watches and tries to imitate use of toy
.

pushes carlor 3 block train) along

shakes head "no-no"

12-15- puts 3 cubes in cup, dumps

pats, squeezes toy in imitation

places tings on peg.

builds trnier of 2 cUbes

scribbles spontaneous4.

16-18 places round block in fOraboard.

names 1 familiar Object

-----..,........

attains toy with Stick
..-, ..... T2r. mftmerircarraempren,nvm,.- Tr.--,r^"tri"7.'r'7'TritltIllVer. ..7""r7FIrr`-'''' .'



Child's Name:

COGNITIVE

DOB:

AEI
Level
"NOT.)

Behavior
4,

6
il S:4
W

44

,

lg

41 t

A TI

19

1

li

S t
AZ

411

,

Comments

16-18 builds tower of 3-4 cubes .

places 6 pegs in holes

points to I named picture
..

points to 3 body paris'on self .. .

,

4

,19-21 points to at least 3 body parts on a
doll

.

places square in formboard
_

names 2 familiar objects

looks at and handles many objects in
environment

22-24 completes 3 piece (ci*cle, square,
triangle) formboard

.

points to 5 out of 10 pictures .

cambines words into 2-3 word sentences

..

selects own toys or clothes from others .

,

22-24 matches like objects
.

builds tower of 6-7 cubes

names 3 pictures of familiar objects

25_27 discriminates and gives upon requestr
aim. _Orbs, box

,

,

points to the bigger. of 2 objects

I

;

imitates vertical and horizontal strokes

,

.

join, in nursery rhymes and songs

strings 4 large beads

takes apart and puts together 5 piece
stacking cups or rings

,

makes train of cubes-after demonstration

4:41J'. 4 .;114.4.;;;11'.; 0. 4.1ttii I. 4`...

3tJ



Child s Name :

COGNITIVE

DOB:

,

Agit

Level Behavior
4,

g
LIS
VI
e
.4

li

St
4113:

0
14

li

S t
A V

44

.

Comments

.

(ma7)

26-30 folds paper once in imitations .

repeats 2 digits

builds tower of.8 cubes .

3135 associates objects idth their use (what)

.. . P '7' *V L "t 0 ?
. .

1.

.

3648

.

. : . 4

verbalises .... to,analo es brother
is a boy, sis is a gir

. v
.

responds appropriati4 to 3
prepositions

4840 cospaieS.tectimoms
..



Child's Name:

COGNITIVE

DOB:

.4.21

Level
(327.)

Behavior
42

g

: A.
ag

wg

al 42"I0
1-4

11

a 0
014

Comments

48-6o counts 10 objects

associates activities with night and
day

matches related common objects

identifies missing object from a group
of 3
carries dut, in order, a command
containing 3 unrelated parts

,

discriminates same and different

identifies long and short

draws a man - 6 parts

can define 6 nouns
.

_

responds appropriately to 4

prepositions

differentiates heavy and light
,



Child's Name:

Developmental Checklist:

SOCIAL

DOB:

An
Level
71;7)

,

Q

Behavior
4,

g
1i S

00
44

ms

S Is'

rl0
1-4

0 li

S

44

.

Comment's

O

0-
1

A

stops crying when picked up and held

.

2 eyes follow moving person

3 quiets to.face or voice
_

kicks, waves.arms, vocalises, smiles
to familiar face

.

looks at taco arid' we* of. Tors* talking-
to him, voealissa or Anil.. at!sooic2
approach

,

%

.

turna head towards voice

laughs aloud in social play

, resist"; removal of toy

5
voca..izes,.siiies and reacnes for lamll-
iar persons more than strangers

6 smiles, vocalizes and pats mirror image ,

7
laughs at pat-a-cake and peek-a-boo
games , .

8
responds to name with head turn, aye
contact, smile

withdraws when stranger approaches

cels when familiar person
disaPPears
waves to "bye4lye" and claps to
"pat-a-cake"

stops activity when told "no" .

10 repeats performance laughed at

,

11 hugs, pats familiar person '

12 follows if left alone by adult

gives or shove toys to adult

pulls on and vocalises to familiar
persons

1

.,

laughs Ijihen chased or fourd hiding .. __



Child s Name :

SOCIAL

DOB:

lat
Level Behavior

15" points or vocalizes to indicate wants

43

e
ea

'Commente

watches others and copies some actions

looks for adults when left eldne
a

18 moves about house without adults

21 sits on and hugs familiar adults

imitatei simple actions on request

plays contentedly alone if near adults

gives up items that belong to others

plays near other children

24
wraps up doll or animal and puts

tonbed

27
shows new shoes, clothing or toys
to friemis
exchanges toys with :other children

with adult help

joins in nursery rhymes and songs

follows mother and copies household
activities

claims and defends ownership of
certain articles

OW.

resists interference in his
activities

33
plays simple group games with
adult help

36-48

feeds dolls, drives cars in make-
believe plgr
vetches oiher children plegf-joins

in occasionally

listens attentively to stOries

asks for favorite stories

malallawmoa-g.-.

enjoys floor play alone or with
othert (blocks, boxes*, tatrains)

4 '
)14011401&::vvf64e 1?"1



Child's Name:

SOC IAL

DOB:

Aral
Level Behavior

4,

I
I Z
:14
0
10

014

ni
0

AV
.14

Fq

1i

AA0
. 44

Comments

(lls.)

36-48- understands taking turns .

s owe ec ion or younger

siblings

performs for others,

helps iiith adult activities in

house and karden
.

.

,

understands sharing .
.

.

.
associative group play takes place

of parallel play

.

imaginative pretend play .

48-60 goes on errand outside house
.

enjoy* &tossing up in adult Clothes

,plays competitive exercise games

Ishowaconcern and sympathy

calls attention to own performance. .



Child's Name:

..Developmental Checklist:.

EffarliELP

DOB:

A401
Level
.(3,&71.7)

Behavior

3 sucks pureed food off spoon

Comments

swallows without gagging or choking

sleepi 8 houxe a night without a.feeding

5-6
searches for nipple with mouth when

bottle is seen
uses tongue to plove food in and out of

mouth

gums solid food
v,

drinks from cup held for him

holds bottle

9
fingerfeeds dry cereal, bits of meat,

vegetable

holds, bites and chews biscuit

feeds self with fingers ana spoon,

many spills

takes off hat, shoes

15 holds cup and drinks with some spilling

spoon feeds with some
\,
spilling

vocalises and gestures to indicate wants

sits still during dressing), holds out

arm or foot

sits on small chair for short periods

climbs stai*s on bands and bless \

18

shows vet or soiled pints

chews most foods

pulls off socks /

.waiks upstairs on held

"



Child's Name:

SELF-HELP

DOB:

Level Behavior
4)

Comments

13
w4 0
W 44
P4

18 plaCes' only edibles in mouth

moves about house without adults

21 creeps backward down stairs

replaces some objects Where they telong

takes off pants, coat, if unfastened

squats, holds self or verbalizes
toilet needs

sits onto and down from adult chair

steps upstairs with hand on rail

steps downstairs with one hand held

24 picks up toys aid puts them away on

request

uses toilet when taken by adult

27

puts 4114-tales-set-.400., mks,
mato
pulls off and on boxer panto oroshorts

MEW be backward

steps down stairs, one hand on rail

goes to toilet'alone

washes and dries hands with help

unzips and zippers

33. .dresses with supervision

seldom has accidents with bowel movemen

help carry and put things away

bathes self with supervision

walks upstairs alternating feet

37



Child's Name:

SELMELP

Ara
Level
"(mOE)

. .

Behavior
4,

0
0
0
w4

33 puts on shirt, dress unassisted

gets drink unassisted

dries own hands

36-48 unbuttons accessible.button

spreads butter on bread with knife

is usually dry all night

pours liquid from pitcher

undresses self

washes hands and face unaided

puts on shoes

goes downstairs alternating feet

dresses and undresses fully with help
11, . . , 4

brushes teeth

separates easily from mother

dries face and harass

eativith fork and spoon

cares for self at toilet

DOB:

Comments

48-69 goes about neighborhood unattended

lacs shoes

cuts with knife .

buttons coat or dress

prepared by: Joyce Beaudoin, Wildoboro ME, and Lucille Zeph, Spscial Ed cation,
University of Moine, Oronci, MX

3a
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WCCP Outreach Project
DAY CARE PARENT INTERVIEW

4

Name of Child: Birth Date:

Nickname:

To elp us better serve your child we need to know the following information:

1. What are your, child's nap habits:

2. Favorite Foods:

3. Food Dialikes:

4. Does he/she have allergies? What are they?

Has he/she ever been hospitalized? WIT?

6. Does your child take medication?

7. What is his/her favorite tgy?

8. Favorite games (or pastime)

9. How dose he/she eet alongyith other children?

10. Hew does he/she get along with adults?

11. What prior Day Aire or babysitting experience _does he have?

12. Does he/she dress or feed himself?

MO,

13. How is his/her spescli?

Oa lbw,

14. Doss he/she have a tottle or pacifier?

15. What discipline do you use?

16. How is his/her co-ordination?
AOINIC



17. Does your child have agy special talents?

18. ou have agy special. concerns about your child?

M.666..
19, 41as--yucrchild had agy medioal problems you'havenit mentioned?

6

20. Is there agy other information that mill help us understand your child?'

0



6>

Nam

Phone

Date

A GOOD PLAN IS:

1. SIMPLE, that is, not oomplioated.
2. NM both-in term of what is done and the time frame it is done in.
3. REESING TO DO, not stop doing.
k. -.DEMMER ON WHAT YOU DO, not what opera do.
5. srstflto, ,as to what, when, where, haw, how many, And eti whom.
6. 10111TINVE, something: you can do each lay or often.
7. !WPM; this is something that can -be done mon.
8. MAKING A COMMITMENT, whioh is importint in diveloping reeponsibility..

Kr PLAN IS: DATES AND/Oh DAys-

EVALUATICIT OF PAST WIME:

1. What did I do successfully?.

2. What do I need to work on?

3. What could I add?

It. Are there any chenges'I could make in the plan to improve it?

411,

BE-EVALUATE SEC= WNEC:

4 1
Prepared Ws Gaz7 Applegate and 14 Ford, Institute for Realitiy Therapy,s.

22633 Sin 1$101.0. 3146 14)* 4,0404 CA 90049.
".

4



3
a

WCCP Outreach Project
A .

PI:Teen/nit Plan

D'ky Care Bow of: Town:

Date: Advisor:

1. What instrument(s) will be used f:r dev4opmental screening:

2. What preparation is necessary:

By what daie can 'preparation be done:

3. Bow will the screening be presented to parent's:

By What date/can this be done:

By What process will the screening take place:

By what date will it be done:



Sample Form

OBSERVATION CHECKLIST TOR ANY MI
Area of Observatiorv

Teacher:

Center:

Date:

Children's Names

Items to be
Observed

:7 t

".r

tram: Ifhen You Care for Bendica Children, Bouthweet Educational Development
ratom, axes t. o urcee, P.O. Box 2960, Austin, TX

78769, 1979.

43



Sdbject of Session

WASH/NGTON COUNT! CHILDREN'S MGM

Outreach°Project

Training Evaluation

Name(s) of Trainer(s)

Date

Rating Seale

Poor Excellent

1. What is your overall rating of the session? 1 2 3 4 5

2. What was the quality of the presentation?

a. organisation 1 2 3 4 5

b. interest 1 2 3 4 5

c. materials used 1 2 3 4 5

3. Did the trainer(s) clearly state the goals and objectives for the
session?

Tes No

Do you feel more knowledgeable about the subject presented?
Please comment:

5. What changes or additional topics would you suggest?
Please comment:

6. List specific areas of interest which you would like to see addressed
in follow-up proplaS.
Specific Areas;

7. Hew was the length of the presentation?

We welcome additional oomments and suggestions. Themk you.

44



WHIN= mow CHILDPAPS PROGRAM
LANGUAGE, SPEECH & HEARING INTERVIZir

Name
D.O.B. Ag

Respondent Relationdhip to child

Interviewer

I. Parent Concerns: Do you have any of the following ooncerns about your child?

Doesn't seem to hear well

Doensit seem to understand what is said

Has trouble eating or swallowing food

Usually mispronounces wordi

Has trouble finding words

Doesn't speak in sentences

NOMINIEMMEN Other

Directions: Complete interview regardless of chronological age. Double lines undo
yes or no ally indicate &problem.

II. 0-6 MOntbs:

A. Oral Peripheral (structure and function)

1. Has strong cry
2. Sucks and swallows well
3. Has oral-facial abnormalities

B. Speech/Communication

4. Mikes comfort and experimental sounds (other than crying)
5. Babbles (repeats syllables)

C. Hearing and Comprehension

6. Reacts to familiar voice and loud sounds (out of sight)
7. Has bad recurrent ear infections

I. 6-12 Months

A. Oral Peripheral

1. Has difficUlty rhewing, sucking, or swallowing

Tem No

1111111=

01.11111

011111111M

OIMMINVO

IIIIM

01111111

MEW

Z.=

0001111.

OMNI!



B. Speeoh/Communioation

2. Vses nonsense 'gibberish"

3. Empress** needs, pleasure or disOleasure verbally

or with gestures
4. Uses first meaningful 'words" oonsistently (oiler

than *mama' and

C. Snaring and Comprehension

5. Once started, babbling stop, for en extended period of time

6. Hives wbye=byes end plays pat-a.oske appropriateIT
7. Follows simple commands (like "come here, give it

to me", etc.)

rv. 12-18 Ninths

A. Oral Peripheral

1. Hie closed mouth posture with no drooling
2. Chokes's. lot while eating or drinking

B. Speech/Communication

.3. Uses 5.10 words appropriately
14. Imitates rhythm and inflection of adult speech

C. Heerillg and Comprehension

5. Owl point out familiar objects like mcie or "dog"

6. Stops activitl "hen told *NW
7. Recognises basic body parts

V.
....;..-1821.ftehl,

A). Oral Peripheral

1. Chews solids easily and lieks food from lips

B. Speech/Communication

2. lees several 2 word phrases like "Ne go"

3. Can name at least 20 pictures of oommon objects
and body parts

4. Pointe and/or whines to-demand what (s)he want:

C. Nearing and Comprehension

5. Viii follow simple instructions using real objects,
like "push car, throw ban*

6. Nas bad recurrent ear infections

16

WININNO

uP's

VINIONWIN

11111111.1.



E.. 2-3 Years,

A. Vac. is a oaverige" volume, pit& and quality (not nasal
or hbarse)

B. Speech/Communication

1. Uses many 3-4vord sentences
2. Can be understood easily by everyone
3. Can carry on a conversation vith other children or

familiar adult

C. Hearing and Comprehension

1. Says Millet?" a 1ot, has TV on loud, and/Or often needs
things repeated

2. Has frequent ear infections

K. 3-4 Years

A. Oral Peripheral

l. Has closed month posture with no drooling

B. Speech/Communication

2. Child's grammar is almost as good es your.

3. Uses I/me substitutions
4. Asks simple questions
5. Starts conversation and keeps it going, taking

his/her turn

C. Hearing and Comprehension

1. Has frequent ear infections
2. Responds appropriately to common noises (telephone,

door bell, speech froa anotter room, etc.)

Interviewer's Comments:

Yes

U11111111M

111

easwism

Were respondent's comments consistent vith interviewer's Observations?

2. Describe significant environmental factors, if any; (visual, auditory,

emotional, physioal):

3. Describe respondent's speech, language,. and hearing (articulation, grammar,
voice quality, etc.):


